
CARINE HUTSEBAUT (BE)

-

as a therapist for violated children. She has also worked with paedophiles and will be talking about why it is so important to 
interacting with criminals and their victims (and even sometimes their families). Other topics that she will be discussing are 

HUGH NEWMAN (UK)

Megalithic researcher Hugh Newman investigates giants and megalithic structures from around the world asking:
Did giants build the ancient stone circles, pyramids and earthworks? Was it the Nephilim, Gog and Magog, King Og of 

and toes, and has uncovered over 1500 accounts of giant skeletons between 7ft and 18 ft tall being unearthed around 
the world that question the historical timeline.

The Megalithic Giants – The Lost History of a Forgotten Race

JAMES CORBETT (JP/CA)

In the early 20th century, the world’s dominant superpower looked warily on the rise of a competitor to its supremacy. The 
machinations of the British to contain the rise of Germany led inexorably to the First World War. Once again in the early 
21st century, the world’s dominant superpower is looking warily on the rise of a competitor. Will the American Empire’s 

-
ered cold war to keep the world in a state of static tension?

Echoes of WWI: China, the US and the Next “Great” War

METTE MITCHELL (DK)

-

is seen from Mette Mitchell’s viewpoint and the purpose of it is not to reach any conclusions as to whether vaccines have 
a place in our society or not, but it will hopefully underline why vaccines should not be mandated.

Up-to-date with the vaccine debate

MAX IGAN (AUS)

We all live encapsulated in a control grid that encompasses all our activities during the course of our lives. How did this con-
trol system come into being? What steps can be taken to emancipate ourselves from its clutches? And what would happen if 
we fail to acknowledge the core problem of what lies behind the veil. In this hard-hitting presentation, Max Igan reveals the 
true nature of humanity’s prison and the people forming our governments.

Which Path to Freedom? Looking Behind the Veil

OLE DAMMEGAARD (DK/ES)

in Norway, the Nice terror attack, Charlie Hebdo, Bataclan and Brussels airport attacks, to mention but a few. This year, 
he will talk about the Berlin, Istanbul, Jerusalem, Fort Lauderdale and Melbourne attacks. Prepare yourself for some 
explosive information.

“Terror” – are you kidding me?

S P E A K E R S

Saturday 16/9-2017 

Sunday 17/9-2017 
09.00 - 09.15

OMC  Music
09.15 -10.00

OMC welcome speech
OMC organizer Frank Rasmussen

10.00 -12.00 

Ole Dammegard (DK/ES)
”Terror” - Are you kidding me?

12.00 -13.30

Lunch

13.30 -15.30

Mette Mitchell (DK)
Up-to-date with the vaccine debate

15.30 -16.00

16.00 -18.00

Hugh Newman (UK)
The Megalithic Giants
- The Lost History of a Forgotten Race

18.00 -19.30

Dinner

19.30 -21.30

James Corbett (JP)
Echoes of WWI:
- China, the US and the next “Great” War

21.30

OMC ends for today

09.15 - 09.30

OMC Music
09.30 - 10.00 

Lars Merland (DK)
Presentation of new
Danish magazine ”Konspiration”

10.00 -12.00

Carine Hutsebaut (BE)
Pedophillic networks, victims and

s, Satanism and rituals

12.00 -13.30

Lunch

13.30 -15.30

Max Igan (AUS)
Which Path to Freedom
- Looking Behind the Veil

15.30 -16.00

16.00 -17.45

OMC panel debate
With all available speakers

17.45 -18.00

OMC 2017 closing ceremony
OMC organizer

18.15

OMC ends for today

P R O G R AM

ALL LECTURES ARE IN ENGLISH 


